Blackmer® offers a comprehensive line of transfer solutions for the world’s most critical refined hydrocarbon missions – yours.

- **Sliding Vane Pumps**
- **Centrifugal Pumps**
- **LPG Pumps & Compressors**

Blackmer pumps and compressors move raw products from storage into the plant or refinery, from process to process within the operation, to storage tanks and on to transport vehicles. These products include:

- LPG/Propane
- Kerosene/Home Heating Oil
- Lube oils
- Diesel
- Gasoline
- Jet fuels
- Asphalt/bitumen

From the smallest filling operations to the largest most sophisticated loading and unloading applications, Blackmer products deliver:

- Peace-of-mind quality assurance
- Increased product recovery
- Reduced maintenance costs
- Increased profitability

With more than 100 years of proven industry experience, when it comes to refined hydrocarbon flow solutions successful companies worldwide share a common demand… Better Get Blackmer.

---

1. **GX Series General Duty Pumps**
   Designed with high suction lift capabilities, these base-mounted pumps are ideal for pumping clean, non-corrosive, non-abrasive industrial liquids and petroleum products, such as fuel oils, lube oils, jet fuels, gasoline, solvents and thinners from underground tanks and bulk plants.

2. **HXL Series**
   Designed for the high volume transfer of non-corrosive liquids from thin solvents to heavy oils, HXL pumps are ideally suited for barge, ship and terminal operations where their self-priming and high suction lift capabilities enable them to strip tanks and barges clean.

3. **System One® LD17 Centrifugal Pumps**
   Designed for high volume, severe duty applications such as unloading barges, ships, and railcars and transferring liquids from terminal tanks to loading platforms. The patented System One® LD17 pump has the most stable shaft in the industry, which keeps the mechanical seal faces perfectly centered for the lowest possible VOC emissions.
TX Series Pumps
Fast, quiet and highly reliable, the TX Series is a mobile pump specifically designed for use on tank trucks and transports for the transfer of clean, lubricating liquids and petroleum products, such as fuel oil, diesel, kerosene, gasoline, avgas, jet fuel, and light lube oils.

XL Series Pumps
This pump is commonly used in refineries, lube oil plants and general industry for processing, filling and transfer applications. The XL is constructed of ductile iron that will withstand sudden thermal shock and stress well beyond the capabilities of cast iron.

LPG Pumps and Compressors
Blackmer offers the most extensive line of LPG/NH₃ rotary vane pumps and reciprocating compressors in the industry. For information on these products please visit blackmer.com or request our LPG/NH₃ Transfer Solutions brochure (document no. ATK2102-001).